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Abstract 

 

The present research evaluates the sustainability of EU agricultural sector in relation to Common Agricultural 

Policy by using a custom-developed analytical framework, based on relevant indicators: gross domestic product in 

rural areas (GDP), gross value added (GVA), GVA for agriculture, direct payments (DP), agricultural factor 

income (AFI), agriculture employment rate (AER), rural employment rate (RER), degree of rural poverty (DRP), 

agricultural entrepreneurial income (AEI), agriculture research and development investments (ARD), labour 

productivity in agriculture (LPA), total factor productivity (TFP), cereal crop yield (CCY), fertilizers use (FU), CO2 

emissions and ammonia emissions (EA). The EA are mostly related to CCY (+0.47%), DP (+0.45%), ARD 

(+0.49%), AFI (-0.59%) and GDP (-0.52%). The CO2 emissions are influenced mostly by TFP (+2.82%), RER 

(+2.49%), DRP (+0.53%) and EA (+0.46%). The FU most significant feature importance weights are CCY 

(0.79%), CO2 (0.21%) and TFP (0.19%). The GVA model is related mostly to RER (+1.30%), GVA Agriculture 

(+0.67%), AER (-0.35%) and FU (+0.31%). The ARD most significant feature importance weights are GVA (0.23), 

DP (0.16) and GVA agriculture (0.15). The results revealed excellent performance metrics. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 

Agricultural expenditures represent an 

important component of the European Union 

budget. Still, as it could be observed during 

the last E.U. financial exercises, this tendency 

seems to be diminishing. The budgetary cost 

of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) in 

relation to the gross national income (GNI) of 

the European Union (EU) decreased from 

0.54% in year 1990 to 0.34% in year 2020 

(European Parliament, 2019). The CAP is the 

only policy mainly financed from the budget 

of the EU, and, given the high degree of 

integration with the other policies of the 

Union, it has become a catalyst for the 

development, providing good practice 

examples in areas coordinated by other 

policies as Rural Development Policy (RDP). 

According to the Regulation of the Council of 

Europe no. 1290/2005 regarding financing 

under the Common Agricultural Policy, two 

European funds were set up to finance 

agriculture: EAGF (European Agricultural 

Guarantee Fund) for financing agricultural 

markets and EAFRD (European Agricultural 

Fund for Rural Development) implemented to 

finance rural development programs. The 

EAGF is used to finance expenditure jointly 

managed by the Member States and the 

European Commission and centrally managed 

expenditure by the European Commission, 

while EAFRD finances the rural development 

programs implemented in accordance with 

Regulation (EC) no. 1698/2005 of the 

European Council, only if the expenses are 

jointly managed. 

The influence of CAP over national 

economies was analysed in several research 

papers [18, 24, 33].  

Thus, some authors [24] models the impact of 

policy measures within the CAP on farm 

production, income and prices. Also, the study 

of [24] describes how CAP subsidies and 
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regulations are conducting changes in land 

use and land-use intensity. Thus, this 

methodology linked the impacts of economic 

policy instruments with changes in 

agricultural production, prices and incomes, 

having land-use and land-use intensity as the 

connecting drivers. Other authors [18]  

identifies the impact of CAP payments on 

crop diversity of agricultural holdings, in 

different Slovakian regions. The study [18] 

used an econometric approach and concluded 

that the second pillar of the CAP can improve 

the crop diversity in Slovakia. Also, according 

to this research [18], the most important 

factors influencing crop diversity are total 

crop area, irrigation, geographical location 

including the soil quality and the legal 

structure of agricultural holdings, while not 

important factors are found as managers 

education, distance of the farm from the city 

and membership in farmers’ associations. In 

other study [33] is investigated the integration 

of environmental objectives into the CAP by 

conducting an economic lab-in-the-field 

experiment with farmers, in Germany. Thus, 

the research [33] analysed the impact of 

different policies on farmers’ decisions to 

adopt sustainable agricultural practices. 

The use of machine learning (ML) modelling 

techniques for improving farm management 

[16] or performing economic analysis in a 

more broadly manner [3, 6] has significant 

potential. Thus, as presented in other papers 

[13], a type of approach is to assess the 

influence each explanatory variable on the 

resulting prediction. Other research [9] 

targeted to determine the lowest change of an 

explanatory variable that would cause changes 

to certain model prediction. [17] had 

identified the characteristics of an observation 

that need to be changed for avoiding false 

predictions. Normally, the model complexity 

depends on the studied phenomenon. Many 

phenomena in agricultural economics are 

inherently non-linear, due to different social, 

economic or biophysical processes. Thus, 

some research subjects which confirmed this 

hypothesis are, as follows:  the effect of 

weather variables on crops yield [27], the 

groundwater extraction effect on pumping 

costs [4] or the health effects of pollution 

[37]. Other study [31] have focused on the 

estimation of heterogeneity specific aspects, 

as understanding the distributional effects of 

an intervention (identifying the variables 

which reduce consumption in response to 

food warnings). Other research [32] also 

emphasizes on the fact that economic theory 

does not provide clear insights over specific 

functional form of the estimations, but only 

information about shape restrictions such as 

curvature or monotonicity. As such, it is very 

important to identify models that are able to 

capture non-linearities, as to avoid 

misspecification bias. It was emphasized that 

ML models are extremely flexible and may be 

helpful in various settings where classical 

econometric models fail to perform. He 

identifies three different approaches being 

particularly relevant to applied economists: 

ensembles of trees, particularly random 

forests (RF) and gradient boosting 

approaches; neural networks; variational 

inference methods. First two methods are 

flexible and efficient ML methods that can be 

applied to a large variety of tasks, while the 

third one is relevant in a Bayesian context. 

Several studies [14, 19, 36] revealed that the 

first two methods are effective prediction 

tools for scenarios like credit scoring and 

corporate bankruptcy prediction. Other study 

[8] develops a Bayesian geo-additive quantile 

regression model, estimated with gradient 

boosting.  

For the agricultural economics, some studies 

[21] also used ensemble methods to predict 

the farmland rental rates. Thus, considering 

this situation, automatic data-driven parameter 

selection was applied. The neural networks as 

being also capable of capturing highly non-

linear relationships [14]. An important 

difference between neural networks and tree-

based methods like RF comes from the neural 

network complexity that is requiring more 

attributes to be specified, like number of 

layers and neurons. Also, another important 

difference comes from the number of samples 

required to determine a feasible model, which 

in the case of neural network should be high.  

A study [14] revealed that with cross-

sectional data, in several cases, neural 

networks were outperformed by tree-based 
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methods. Still, when enough data is available, 

neural networks could discover more complex 

non-linear dynamic relationships. Other study 

[12] used ensemble trees, respectively RF, to 

provide accurate prediction models for crop 

yield for enhancing food policies at the 

regional and global scales. Thus, in this study 

[12], RF model for predicting crop yield 

responses to climate and biophysical 

variables, at global and regional scales, in 

wheat, maize, and potato, was evaluated. 

Thus, in this context, the present research 

provides an analytical and predictive 

framework, based on state-of-the-art ML 

algorithm, that evaluates the sustainability of 

EU agricultural sector in relation to CAP.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

 

Multiple linear regression and model 

selection 

The current research proposed framework was 

implemented using Python programming 

language with various specific libraries and 

the Minitab statistical software. The 

approaches towards data modelling were 

performed by using multiple linear regression 

(MLR) for assessing the relation between one 

dependent variable and several independent 

variables, fitting the data set into a linear 

equation (eq. 1), but also by applying tree-

based ensemble learning models, respectively 

RF algorithms, as the predicted results were 

very conclusive and, also, the parameter 

importance was a lot easier to apprehend. 

 
𝑌 =∝1 𝑋1 +∝2 𝑋2 + ⋯ +∝𝑝 𝑋𝑝 + 𝛽 + 𝑒           

.................................................................    ..(1)      

The resulted algorithms were fed only with 

important features that can explain the 

dependent variable. The feature selection was 

used in order to reduce model complexity, 

improve model accuracy by selecting the right 

predictors subset and, also, reduce overfitting. 

Stepwise regression and best subsets were 

considered in implementing feature selection 

for the linear modelling.  Stepwise technique 

assures the inclusion of significance level that 

will be used to accept or not a parameter. 

After applying ‘best subsets’ technique, 

interpreting the key results is required. By 

default, the model with the highest R2 for one 

predictor, two predictors and so on can be 

chose, where each presented model has 

several defining predictors ‘X’ marked.     

Selecting the final model requires further 

examination of residual plots. The histogram 

of residuals is used to determine if data is 

skewed or outliers exists. Normal probability 

plot of residuals verifies the assumption that 

the residuals are normally distributed. 

Residuals versus fits is applied to verify the 

assumption that the residuals have a constant 

variance and residuals versus order of data is 

applied to verify the assumption that the 

residuals are uncorrelated with each other. 

Durbin-Watson value tests are applied in 

order to check if the errors of adjacent 

observations are correlated. The best model is 

selected after the interpretation of the 

statistics related to Best Subsets Regression 

technique.  

Non-linear prediction models and feature 

importance determination with RF    

The RF Regression, used for the current 

study, represents one of the best tools in the 

ML repertoire due to its high accuracy and 

ability to handle a large number of features 

when few samples are available.  

The RF aggregates two concepts, respectively 

Bagging and Random Selection of Features, 

generating a set of T regression trees where 

the training set for each tree is selected based 

on Bootstrap sampling from the original 

sample set and the features considered for 

partitioning at each node is a random subset 

of the original set of features. 

Regression trees are nonlinear regression 

models having samples partitioned at each 

node of a binary tree based on the value of 

one selected input feature. The bootstrap 

sampling for each regression tree generation 

and the random selection of features 

considered for partitioning at each node 

reduces the correlation between the generated 

regression trees and, thus, the averaging of 

their prediction responses is expected to 

reduce the variance of the error.  

Due to the feature selection algorithm and 

noise robustness, RF provides highly accurate 

predictions. 
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According to [26], the RF algorithm has 

several hyperparameters that have to be set by 

the user, as follows: number of variables for 

each split, number of observations drawn 

randomly for each tree, the splitting rule, 

minimum number of samples for a node and 

number of trees.  Normally, RF work well 

with default values specified by different 

software packages, still, by tuning the 

hyperparameters it is possible to improve the 

performance of the random forest.  Several 

reviews were published during the last decade 

on RF hyperparameter tuning [5]. Also, [26] 

emphasizes that the RF method is often 

presented as being insensitive to parameter 

choice when compared to other competing 

algorithms. The present study uses RF 

modelling both for building predictive models 

and to assess variable importance, especially 

for the cases where linear regression cannot 

be applied. Thus, by Python, the parameter 

importance through a RF approach is 

determined by ‘feature importance’ technique 

provided by scikit-learn's RF, based on gini 

impurity and by ‘permutation importance’ 

approach (as in the present research) in which 

variable importance is directly measured by 

observing the effect on model accuracy of 

randomly shuffling each predictor variable. 

Therefore, for measuring the performance of a 

RF model, the current study followed several 

steps, as follows: define and implement model 

evaluation function, base model accuracy vs 

real values, hyperparameter tuning – 

randomized search-grid search and RF model 

with fewer features. 

Dataset structure 

The dataset structure of present research 

includes a number of 18 relevant indicators 

[7] as follows : gross domestic product in 

rural areas (GDP) - (thousand $), gross value 

added (GVA) – [billion $], GVA for 

agriculture – [billion $], rural GVA - [billion 

$], direct payments (DP) – [€/ha], agricultural 

factor income (AFI) – [€/annual work unit], 

agriculture employment rate (AER) – [%], 

rural employment rate (RER) – [%], degree of 

rural poverty (DRP) – [%], agricultural 

entrepreneurial income (AEI) – [€/annual 

work unit], agriculture research and 

development investments (ARD) – [mil. €], 

labor productivity in agriculture (LPA) – 

[€/annual work unit], total factor productivity 

(TFP) – [€/annual work unit], cereal crop 

yield (CCY) – [kg], fertilizers use (FU) – 

[kg/ha], CO2 emissions (CO2) – [thousand 

tons] and ammonia emissions (EA) - 

[thousand tons], total factor productivity in 

agriculture – (TFP) [€/annual work unit]. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

According to other studies [10], in Europe, 

agriculture accounts for more than 47% of the 

total territory. In recent decades, European 

agriculture has experienced a continuous 

decrease in the number of farms, while the 

farm size shows a tendency towards larger 

holdings. According to the authors, a similar 

tendency was observed also for the share of 

agriculture in the gross value added (GVA), 

but with some differences between European 

regions. In present study, the overall Gross 

Value-Added parameter can be expressed 

through a multiple linear regression model 

with high accuracy (S value 0.20, adjusted R-

sq 97.83%, predicted R-sq 97.67%) (see eq 2). 

 
𝐿𝑛(𝐺𝑉𝐴) = −4.37 + 0.09 𝐿𝑛(𝐶𝑂2) + 0.10𝐿𝑛(𝑟𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝐺𝑉𝐴) + 0.31 𝐿𝑛(𝐹𝑈) −  0.35𝐿𝑛(𝐴𝐸𝑅)

+  0.67𝐿𝑛 (𝐺𝑉𝐴 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐴𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒) + 0.17𝐿𝑛(𝐷𝑃) + 1.30𝐿𝑛(𝑅𝐸𝑅)                                      (2) 

 

According to the above model, the overall 

gross value added is positively influenced by 

several parameters. According to these, an 

increase in the rural employment rate, 

agricultural CO2 emissions, agricultural gross 

value added, fertilizer use, or direct payments, 

would lead to an increase of the gross value-

added indicator. The only negative influence 

comes from the ‘Employment in Agriculture’ 

parameter, that could be explained by a 

significant agricultural employee reconversion 

to services or industrial fields. This 

explanation is sustained also in other study 

[29], where the authors identifies that even if 

the number of agricultural co-operatives has 
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been continuously decreasing, they continued 

to assure a high rate of job opportunities. 

The importance of Agricultural Research and 

Development funding is emphasized in 

different research studies. For example, in 

[28], the authors describe the agricultural 

innovation platforms as promising vehicles to 

foster a paradigm shift in agricultural research 

for development.  The digital farming, 

presented in [30], represents also a mandatory 

direction for the modern agricultural systems. 

Modern technologies like sensors, robotics, 

and data analysis helps moving from tedious 

operations to continuously automated 

processes. The authors are highlighting task 

planning algorithms, digitalization, sensors 

optimization, multi-robots, human-robot 

collaboration, environment reconstruction 

from aerial images and ground-based sensors 

for the creation of virtual farms as facing 

challenges in the context of digital farming. 

The ARD parameter could not be modelled by 

using a linear approach, still the RF approach 

showed a good model accuracy (Fig. 1): BM 

accuracy at 86.01%, RS accuracy at 81.52%, 

GS accuracy at 82.18% and model validation 

at 70.18%. The feature selection analysis 

identified that, according to their weights, the 

following parameters were the most important 

for the ARD parameter prediction: 0.23 GVA, 

0.16 DP, 0.15 GVA from agriculture, 0.06 

CO2 and 0.03 RER. Based on this numbers, it 

can be noticed that direct payments, total 

gross value added and agricultural gross value 

added are important parameters in ARD 

prediction. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Real values vs Predicted Values in Random 

Forest ARD model 

Source: Original. 

As such it seems, that direct payments overall 

managed to influence the dynamics of ARD 

investments. These can be correlated to 

information revealed by other study [1] which 

emphasize that ARD is critical in order to 

ensuring sufficient food for the world in the 

coming decades.  

According to the European statistics, 95% of 

ammonia emissions come from agriculture. 

The National Emission Reductions 

Committee (NEC) criticizes the way the 

agricultural sector uses ammonia reduction 

methods and refers specifically to large 

industrial farms. Investments made in 

agriculture (through the direct payments / 

direct investments), along with the results of 

innovation research activities, can have a 

direct impact proportional to ammonia 

emissions (eq. 3), in the sense that the 

development of agricultural production takes 

place on a large scale and increases crop 

yields. On the contrary, the increase of the 

rural poverty degree, by the lack of jobs, of 

the presence of investors in the rural / 

agricultural space, the lack of crops and 

agricultural production and its effect on 

environmental, have an effect of reducing the 

ammonia emissions.  

In [35] Velthof et al. (2012), the authors state 

that the agriculture is the major source of 

ammonia (NH3), different methodologies 

being needed to quantify national NH3 

emissions and to identify the most effective 

options to mitigate NH3 emissions. In Europe, 

according to [2], there has been little progress 

in controlling agricultural ammonia emissions 

and their share in European air pollution 

constantly increased, with values between 85 

and 99% in countries with high agricultural 

activity, such as e.g. Denmark [11].  

For the current research, after applying the 

best subset selection technique, the following 

linear model was identified for explaining the 

values of ammonia emissions in agriculture 

(EA): 

 
𝐿𝑛(𝐸𝐴)  =  1.73 + 0.47 𝐿𝑛(𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑝 𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑) + 0.45𝐿𝑛(𝐷𝑃) − 0.59 𝐿𝑛(𝐴𝐹𝐼) + 0.24𝐿𝑛(𝐿𝑃𝐴) + 0.49𝐿𝑛 (𝐴𝑅𝐷)

− 0.25𝐿𝑛(𝐷𝑅𝑃) − 0.52𝐿𝑛(𝐺𝐷𝑃)                                  (3) 
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This model is described by excellent accuracy 

metrics, having the S value at 0.29, adjusted 

R-sq at 93.29% and predicted R-sq 92.17% 

As it can be observed, the ammonia emissions 

from agriculture are positively related to 

cereal crop yield (0.47%), direct payments 

(0.45%), labor productivity in agriculture 

(0.24%) and agriculture research and 

development (0.49%) and negatively 

influenced by variables like the agricultural 

factor income per annual work unit in real 

terms (0.59%), the degree of rural poverty 

(0.25%) and the gross domestic product per 

capita in rural areas (0.52%). Direct payments 

can be used for upgrading fertilizers use 

technology, improving therefore the research 

and development activity in this direction and, 

thus, crop yield and labor productivity in 

agriculture.  However, the increase of labor 

productivity may decrease the labor demand 

and accentuate the degree of rural poverty, 

situating which affects economic growth. 

It should be mentioned that in other study 

[34], the authors are also investigating the 

relation between crop yield, agricultural factor 

income and greenhouse ammonia emissions 

from agriculture, identifying that the 

agricultural emission mitigation would be 

possible if a technological path is followed, 

this allowing also an increase of the farming 

income. 

The CO2 emissions in the agriculture were 

included in the current analysis as different 

studies showed that agricultural activities 

contribute significantly to the increase of CO2 

in the atmosphere. For example, [25] present 

as one of the main causes for CO2 upward 

trend, the conversion of native ecosystems to 

agricultural uses. Their study shows that there 

are also major opportunities for CO2 and other 

greenhouse gases mitigation through changes 

in the use and management of agricultural 

land. [23] emphasized on the fact that soil act 

as sources and sinks for greenhouse gases 

such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), 

and nitrous oxide (N2O) and precise 

quantifications are needed to obtain reliable 

global budgets that are necessary for land-use 

management (agriculture, forestry), global 

change and for climate research.  

Similar with the ammonia emissions from the 

agriculture activities, the CO2 emissions are 

influenced by factors like the industrialization 

of the agricultural sector, agricultural research 

and development funding schemes, know-how 

improvements and rural area development. A 

higher volume of fertilizers could lead to a 

significant increase of the production volume, 

respectively production yield, but it will also 

increase the overall amount of emissions of 

the sector.  

According to the present research dataset, the 

CO2 emissions could be linearly modelled, eq. 

4 expressing the most important predictors 

and their influence over CO2 agricultural 

emissions. 

 
𝐿𝑛(𝐶𝑂2) = −21.35 + 0.16 𝐿𝑛(𝐷𝑃) + 0.21𝐿𝑛(𝐴𝑅𝐷) + 2.82 𝐿𝑛(𝑇𝐹𝑃) + 0.53𝐿𝑛(𝐷𝑅𝑃) + 0.46𝐿𝑛 (𝐸𝐴) + 2.49𝐿𝑛(𝑅𝐸𝑅)

+ 0.30𝐿𝑛(𝐹𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑟 𝑈𝑠𝑒)                               (4) 
 

The above model has excellent accuracy 

metrics (S value: 0.33, adjusted R-sq: 90.45%, 

predicted R-sq: 89.37%). 

Regarding the CO2 emissions from the 

agriculture parameter, as it can be observed, it 

is positively influenced by the direct 

payments (0.16%), the agriculture research 

and development (0.21%), the total factor 

productivity in agriculture (2.82%), the degree 

of rural poverty (0.53%), the ammonia 

emissions from agriculture (0.46%), the rural 

employment rate (2.49%), and the fertilizers 

use in agriculture (0.30%).  

As observed from the above coefficients, none 

of the parameters is negatively influencing the 

value of CO2 value. That means an increase of 

any of the independent parameters will lead to 

a certain increase of CO2 emissions. 

From the beginnings of agriculture, fertilizers 

were used extensively by farmers and families 

to help different crops grow in different soil 

and weather conditions. Still, the fertilizer use 

is very expensive and can harm the 

environment if not used correctly. It is well 

known, as described by [15], that the 

excessive use of fertilizer leads to important 

environmental degradation and to a high 
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health cost. The technological innovations are 

expected to improve fertilizers efficiency in 

crop production, still the socioeconomic 

constraints should be better understood. [15] 

emphasizes that the fertilizer use decreased 

with the increase of farm size and also that the 

crop yield was higher in large-scale farms. 

This situation is a consequence of the fact that 

a very low machinery level in small farms 

inhibited the application of precise 

fertilization.   

In the current research, the fertilizer use 

modelling was performed by using a non-

linear random forest model, as the linear 

modelling proved inconclusively, displaying 

low accuracy metrics. 

Thus, the fertilizer use prediction model 

emphasized high accuracy metrics (Fig. 2), 

with the base model (BM) accuracy is at 

86.71%, random search accuracy (RS) at 

88.94%, grid search accuracy (GS) at 89.12% 

and model validation (MV) accuracy at 

82.13%.  According to the determined feature 

importance weights, the most important 

parameters predicting the fertilizers use are 

the following: crop yield (0.79), CO2 (0.21), 

TFP (0.19), GVA (0.07) and DRP (0.05). 

 

 
Fig. 2. Real values vs Predicted Values in Random 

Forest FU model 

Source: Original. 

 

As it can be observed, for the prediction of the 

fertilizers use value, the crop yield parameter 

displays the highest weight. The pesticides 

use – crop yield relation was to be expected as 

several studies are emphasizing on its 

importance. For example, in other paper [20], 

the authors emphasize that after the Green 

Revolution, the global crop production has 

doubled on the average, but crop yield has 

stagnated or even declined in some regions. In 

a context defined by an increased food 

demand, the use of pesticides and mineral 

fertilizers has improved crop yields but also 

contaminated food and the environment. 

According to their findings: fertilizer and 

pesticide consumption increased for 35–40 % 

of the countries; cereal production in 38 % of 

countries and yields in 47 % of countries 

either stagnated or decreased from 1961 to 

2010; countries showing stagnated or 

decreased yields are countries with low gross 

domestic product per capita, mainly situated 

in Africa, South America, and West Asia – 

this would explain also the presence of the 

GVA parameter amongst the most important 

predictors for fertilizer use parameter. 

Another example can be found in the work of 

[22], where the authors are estimating the role 

of agronomic inputs in cereal yield 

improvements, their findings clearly 

suggesting the role for fertilizer, modern seeds 

and water in boosting yields.  

Also, the model presented above confirms the 

relations previously identified in eq. 3, 

between fertilizers - crops and labor 

productivity, as well as CO2 emissions and the 

degree of poverty. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The dataset used in present research is able to 

generate prediction models, by using both 

multi-linear and random forest techniques, 

with excellent performance metrics, for the 

evaluation of agricultural sector sustainability. 

The environmental sustainability can be 

predicted through fertilizers use, CO2 and 

ammonia emissions models. However, the 

economic sustainability is represented by the 

synergy of both GVA and ARD models. The 

results can be used for assessing insights over 

the dataset parameters, in terms of parameter 

relations and importance. 
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